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ABSTRACT
A dynamic substructuring analysis, utilizing the camponent modes techni-
que, of the 1/8 scale Space Shuttle Orbiter finite element model is presented.
The _alysis was accomplished in 3 phases, using NASTRAN RIGID FORMAT 3 (Level
15.5.1), with appropriate Alters, on the IBM 360-370 (Model 165). The Orbiter
was divided into 5 substructures, each of which was reduced to interface de-
grees of freedom and generalized normal modes. The reduced substructures were
then coupled in Phase 2 to yield the first 23 symmetric free-free orbiter modes.
The eigenvectors in the original grid point degree of freedom lineup were then
recovered in Phase 3. A comparison is then made with an analysis which was
performed with the same model using the direct coordinate elimination approach
under NASA contract NAS 1-10635-12 (Se_'erence i). Eigenvalues were extracted
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